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ABSTRACT

The Million Solar Roofs Initiative has motivated a renewed interest in the development of utility interconnected photovoltaic (UIPV) inverters. Government-sponsored programs (PVMaT, PV:BONUS) and competition among utility interconnected inverter manufacturers have stimulated innovations and improved the performance of existing technologies. With this resurgence, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has developed a program to assist industry initiatives to overcome barriers to UIPV inverters. In accordance with newly adopted IEEE 929-2000, the utility interconnected PV inverters are required to cease energizing the utility grid when either a significant disturbance occurs or the utility experiences an interruption in service [5]. Compliance with IEEE 929-2000 is being widely adopted by utilities as a minimum requirement for utility interconnection. This report summarizes work done at the SNL balance-of-systems laboratory to support the development of IEEE 929-2000 and to assist manufacturers in meeting its requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Utility compatibility is a major issue with the implementation of UIPV static inverters. The focus of the concern has been primarily on the inverters’ ability to detect an abnormal condition on the utility grid and take appropriate actions to ensure the safety of personnel and to maintain the high reliability of utility equipment. The abnormal conditions are defined in detail in the newly adopted IEEE 929-2000 IEEE Recommended Practice for Utility Interface of Photovoltaic (PV) Systems. Presently SNL is assisting UIPV static inverter manufacturers to meet the interconnection issues that are addressed in IEEE 929-2000.

SNL has conducted extensive anti-islanding testing to support the development of IEEE 929-2000 and to monitor the performance of grid-tied inverters [2]. SNL has contracted with UIPV static inverter manufacturers to develop and implement solid-state circuitry that both meets the IEEE 929-2000 requirements and increases the reliability and performance of the UIPV static inverters. To analyze the validity of the anti-islanding techniques, a standardized anti-islanding test procedure was developed at SNL and incorporated into IEEE 929-2000 Annex A. This recommended test procedure specifies the methods by which the tests for the RLC 60-Hz resonant circuit are conducted.

ISLANDING

The condition referred to as an island occurs when a residential distributed generation source continues to energize a portion of the utility grid after the utility experiences an interruption in service. The concern is that the utility no longer controls this isolated portion of the distribution system, consisting of a PV generation source and local loads. Therefore, an islanding occurrence may compromise safety, restoration of service, and equipment reliability.

For an island condition to occur, the situation must be such that the inverter does not recognize an interruption in utility service. If the loads that remain on the isolated portion of the grid are closely matched to the output of the inverter, it is possible for voltage and frequency to remain relatively constant after the interruption in utility power. Anti-islanding schemes that depend on only monitoring the voltage and frequency may not detect this condition, and continue energizing the utility thus creating an island.

Significant prior work on PV-inverter islanding was done at SNL in the 1980s [1]. Since that time, inverter technology has evolved significantly, and a new generation of products has appeared. Renewed interest (spurred partially by the Million Solar Roofs Initiative) made it necessary to evaluate the performance of the present generation of grid-tied inverters with particular emphasis on the islanding issue. Most of the new generation of utility interconnect photovoltaic inverters are able to identify when the utility has experienced an interruption in service when connected to a dedicated utility feeder; however, what remained unclear was the UIPV inverter interactions with several inverters connected to the same feeder.

Multi-Inverter Test

To address this concern, a test bed was created to investigate the operation of multiple inverters on the same ac circuit. The intent was to simulate a residential neighborhood having a high penetration of UIPV inverters. Figure 1 shows a one-line diagram of the multi-inverter test set-up. Up to five inverters from different manufacturers and of different types were placed on the same feeder. A variable resistive load was connected onto the same feeder and adjusted to closely match the total output power being generated by the inverters. The next step was to interrupt utility service. A motor start contactor was utilized to remove the utility and initiate the islanding test. A current transformer on each of the UIPV inverters’ output was used to identify when the inverter ceased to invert and to monitor its pre-interruption operating condition. An oscilloscope waveform captures
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the output current from each of the UIPV inverters as well as the feeder voltage. This acquisition is triggered by a signal from the contactors' control contacts. The run-on time was calculated from the opening of the contactor until the current output of each inverter decreased to approximately 0.1 amp peak. This test represents a no-fault disconnect since the voltage and frequency are within the operating ranges of the inverters prior to removal of the grid. For a no-fault condition and matched loads, IEEE 929-2000 allows up to 2 seconds for the UIPV inverter to identify the loss of utility and take appropriate action.

[Note that under fault conditions, the voltage and/or frequency will vary from the nominal state and the allowable disconnect duration varies from 2 cycles to 10 cycles depending on the severity of the disturbance. A fault-induced condition requires the UIPV inverter to disconnect from the utility much faster primarily so that the distributed generation will not interfere with utility loads, IEEE 929-2000 allows up to 2 seconds for the run-on time was exceeded frequently.]

As noted, two of the tests resulted in continuous run-ons and required operator intervention to stop the run-on.

Development of A New Anti-Islanding Approach

After a number of sets of islanding tests were performed, it became apparent that if multiple PV inverters from different manufacturers existed on the same feeder line, the possibility of a run-on increased significantly. The islanding test results were distributed to manufacturers of UIPV inverters. The manufacturers acknowledged the islanding issue as an obstacle that plagued all UIPV inverters and agreed to meet at SNL to discuss the results of the multi-inverter islanding tests.

An anti-islanding working group meeting was held at SNL in November of 1997. It was agreed that (1) different anti-islanding methodologies in inverters on a common ac feed interfered with one another, and (2) it was important to develop a non-interfering method that all manufacturers could choose to implement in their products. It was further recognized that passive detection schemes such as over/under frequency detection and over/under voltage detection would not avoid the potential multi-inverter interference issue and were inadequate in preventing islanding under certain conditions.

By consensus, Ascension Technologies was chosen to develop an anti-islanding approach that utilizes an active scheme to continuously attempt to accelerate any deviations in the operating frequency and voltage of the utility. The new anti-islanding technique was developed under contract to SNL and become public domain for other manufacturers to utilize [2]. The method that was developed was the Sandia frequency shift (SFS) in combination with the Sandia voltage shift (SVS).

The SFS method works by shifting the output current from each of the inverters as well as the feeder voltage. This acquisition is triggered by a signal from the contactors' control contacts. The run-on time was calculated from the opening of the contactor until the current output of each inverter decreased to approximately 0.1 amp peak. This test represents a no-fault disconnect since the voltage and frequency are within the operating ranges of the inverters prior to removal of the grid. For a no-fault condition and matched loads, IEEE 929-2000 allows up to 2 seconds for the UIPV inverter to identify the loss of utility and take appropriate action.

Development of A New Anti-Islanding Approach

After a number of sets of islanding tests were performed, it became apparent that if multiple PV inverters from different manufacturers existed on the same feeder line, the possibility of a run-on increased significantly. The islanding test results were distributed to manufacturers of UIPV inverters. The manufacturers acknowledged the islanding issue as an obstacle that plagued all UIPV inverters and agreed to meet at SNL to discuss the results of the multi-inverter islanding tests.

An anti-islanding working group meeting was held at SNL in November of 1997. It was agreed that (1) different anti-islanding methodologies in inverters on a common ac feed interfered with one another, and (2) it was important to develop a non-interfering method that all manufacturers could choose to implement in their products. It was further recognized that passive detection schemes such as over/under frequency detection and over/under voltage detection would not avoid the potential multi-inverter interference issue and were inadequate in preventing islanding under certain conditions.

By consensus, Ascension Technologies was chosen to develop an anti-islanding approach that utilizes an active scheme to continuously attempt to accelerate any deviations in the operating frequency and voltage of the utility. The new anti-islanding technique was developed under contract to SNL and become public domain for other manufacturers to utilize [2]. The method that was developed was the Sandia frequency shift (SFS) in combination with the Sandia voltage shift (SVS).

The SFS method works by shifting the output current as a function of the system's frequency deviations. The new anti-islanding technique was developed under contract to SNL and become public domain for other manufacturers to utilize [2]. The method that was developed was the Sandia frequency shift (SFS) in combination with the Sandia voltage shift (SVS).

The SFS method works by shifting the output current as a function of the system's frequency deviations. The new anti-islanding technique was developed under contract to SNL and become public domain for other manufacturers to utilize [2]. The method that was developed was the Sandia frequency shift (SFS) in combination with the Sandia voltage shift (SVS).
operating window causing the inverter to quickly shutdown.

Single-Inverter Tests

A single-inverter test was needed to independently validate the variety of anti-islanding techniques offered by the different manufacturers. One stipulation for the single-inverter test would be repeatability regardless of where the test was conducted. This was desired primarily so manufacturers could conduct the same type of islanding test as was conducted at SNL and obtain the same results without having to utilize specialized equipment. With this in mind, passive RLC components were utilized for the single-inverter islanding test configuration. The two energy-storage components could easily be adjusted to resonate at 60 Hz. It was recognized that motor loads could also lead to islanding durations exceeding the no-fault disconnect requirement; however, testing at SNL indicated that RLC loads were as difficult to detect. Resonant RLC loads constituted a simpler test configuration that was more easily reproducible than one involving motors. Figure 3 shows a one-line diagram for the single-inverter islanding test.

Another reason the single-inverter test was desired was to reduce the complexity that would be associated with multi-inverter testing. A multi-inverter test would require choices of the types and numbers of inverters to include in the test bed. This would make repeatable on-site testing by manufacturers very difficult. The single-inverter islanding test has recently been adopted by Underwriters Laboratories [3].

Single-Inverter Islanding Test Procedure

When the utility has been disconnected, if the isolated local loads are not balanced with the UIPV inverter generation, the voltage or the frequency will quickly shift outside the normal operating window of the UIPV inverter. However, loads that closely match the real and reactive power generated by the UIPV inverter would define a “non-detection zone” that could result in islanding [4]. The circuit that was selected as being most likely to expose the non-detection zone of any inverter is shown in Figure 3. It consists of an RLC circuit that is resonant at 60 Hz and has a load power closely matched to the output of the inverter (P_{gen}/P_{load} = 1). This is a difficult case to detect because neither voltage nor frequency changes when the grid is removed. The critical parameter in setting up the test circuit is the quality factor (Q).

Unfortunately, the term Q can be confusing because it is used for two different quantities in electrical engineering. It is commonly known as the reactive component in the complex power equation S = P + jQ. It also signifies the quality factor of a circuit. This parameter is defined as $2\pi$ times the ratio of the maximum stored energy at resonant frequency to the energy dissipated per cycle at that resonant frequency. When the loads are connected as shown in Figure 3 (parallel) the value of Q is:

$$Q = R \sqrt{C/L}$$ (1)

Or when real power P and reactive powers, var_L (inductive loads) and var_C (capacitive loads) are known the equation for Q is:

$$Q = (1/P) \sqrt{\text{var}_L \times \text{var}_C}$$ (2)

If var_C = var_L then equation 2 simplifies to:

$$Q = \text{var}/P$$ (3)

where var = var_C = var_L

The significance of Q in defining a non-islanding inverter is crucial. The higher the Q values the stronger the tendency to move toward or stay at the resonant frequency. Therefore, the value of Q must be realistic. Using $Q = \tan(\text{arccosine}[pf])$ the values of Q from 0 to 2.5 are associated with uncorrected power factors from 0.37 to unity and therefore represent all reasonable distribution line configurations [5].

Single Inverter Test Results

The effectiveness of the RLC test is illustrated in Figure 4. For these tests a UIPV inverter having a new generation of anti-islanding circuitry but without SFS/SVS was tested using a resistive load and a 60 Hz resonant load. The inverter had no difficulty detecting the absence of the utility when the local load was only a resistive load, yet failed to detect the absence of the utility with the 60-Hz resonant RLC load with a Q factor slightly less than 2.5.

![Figure 3. RLC Islanding Test Configuration](image)

![Figure 4. Disconnect Times of an Islanding Inverter for Resistive-only and RLC Load Tests](image)
utility is removed 100 milliseconds into the acquisition. The inverter stops supplying current about 8 cycles after removal of the grid.

![RLC Islanding Test of inverter with SFS/SVS](image)

**Figure 5.** RLC Islanding Test of inverter with SFS/SVS

**Additional Tests**

The single inverter test provides a means of determining the adequacy of the anti-islanding techniques of a UIPV inverter. Since utilities throughout the nation are adopting the IEEE 929-2000 IEEE Recommended Practice for Utility Interface of Photovoltaic (PV) Systems as their UIPV inverter interconnection requirement, more manufacturers will design and implement their own version of the SFS/SVS anti-islanding technique in their product. Sandia plans are to acquire these products, conduct multi-inverter tests, and publish the results.

**SUMMARY**

Utility interconnected photovoltaic inverters will overcome implementation opposition if a technique can reliably detect abnormal utility conditions and take the measures necessary to insure that safety, restoration of service, and equipment reliability are not compromised. A technique that monitors the system frequency and voltage on sub-cycle bases and attempts to accelerate any deviation has been shown to effectively identify the absence of the utility.

To assist UIPV static inverter manufacturers to compete with foreign manufacturers, the single-inverter anti-islanding test plan provides a feasible method of conducting in-house device testing and will identify an inverter unable to pass IEEE 929-2000 or UL 1741 anti-islanding criteria. This will also assist UIPV inverter manufacturers to overcome potential interconnection barriers as more and more utilities adopt IEEE 929-2000 as their interconnection requirement. The single inverter anti-islanding test also provides a reasonable method for evaluating design modifications to existing methods or validating innovative methods.
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